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At Sublime Marketing Group, we design and manufacture Imprint® Comfort Mats. The brand has quickly become the number 
one consumer rated comfort mat on the market and is well recognized for quality, eco-friendly design and exceptional 
value.  Our CumulusPRO™ commercial series was recently selected the best standing desk anti-fatigue mat and has become 
the choice of the US Department of Labor Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) as well as hundreds of other 
commercial customers. The current work-place health movement has driven many people to switch to standing desks at 
work and in their home offices. Imprint Comfort Mats is excited to have been selected the comfort mat of choice and partner 
sponsor in Get Britain Standing— “a campaign to grow awareness and education of the dangers of sedentary working”, which 
means sitting more than 4 hours a day.  This series is the choice for many commercial settings such as health care, hospitality, 
medical, health & spa industries, among others.

Imprint®  Releases New CumulusPRO™  Colors & Styles 
Due to the success of their CumulusPRO™ Line, Imprint® will be introducing two new colors and patterns in the Professional 
series. They were excited to release a new Burlap Cocoa design and Desert Palm Natural design this month. Both styles are 
visually pleasing textural designs, the Burlap Cocoa a nice two-tone brown color while the Desert Palm is a fresh looking tan 
color. Both of these new styles will go well in any home office or workplace setting.

What Sets The CumulusPRO™  Line Apart From Other Anti-Fatigue Mats?
The Imprint CumulusPRO™ line is divided into two separate series: Professional and Commercial. The CumulusPRO™ 
Professional series is designed specifically for professionals to further enhance the benefits of using stand up desks while 
the CumulusPRO™ Commercial series is larger in size and has the ability to have a company logo printed on the surface. All 
CumulusPRO™ Anti-Fatigue mats are 3/4 inch thick and are made with Cushion-Core™ Technology that is more supportive for 
use over long periods of time. You’ll be amazed by how it reduces fatigue and the dull ache that comes from standing on hard 
surfaces. It stands up to the heavy-duty demands of the home or workplace and is guaranteed not to lose support over time.

 � CumulusPRO™ Mats are made with Cushion-Core Technology to reduce fatigue and increase comfort and productivity — 
Up to 97% thicker than other mats!

 � Solid, one-piece polyurethane construction and a high-density core that’s guaranteed not to lose support over time

 � Resistant to chemicals, abrasions and punctures

 � Beveled edge design and no-curl edges reduce trip hazard while the non-slip bottom keeps mat in place

 � OUR GUARANTEE:  If you don’t love your new Imprint® Comfort Mat exchange or return it without question. Whenever.

 � Environmentally friendly and non-toxic

 � Endorsed by the American Chiropractic Association (ACA)

 � Tested and certified by the National Floor Safety Institute (NFSI)

Imprint® Comfort Mats are available on the company website and at top retailers across the US and Canada. Learn more at 
www.imprintmats.com.
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